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Increased execution of replication studies contributes to the effort to restore

credibility of empirical research. However, a second generation of problems arises:

the number of potential replication targets is at a serious mismatch with available

resources. Given limited resources, replication target selection should be well-

justified, systematic, and transparently communicated. At present the discussion

on what to consider when selecting a replication target is limited to theoretical

discussion, self-reported justifications, and a few formalized suggestions. In this

Registered Report, we proposed a study involving the scientific community to

create a list of considerations for consultation when selecting a replication target

in psychology. We employed a modified Delphi approach. First, we constructed

a preliminary list of considerations. Second, we surveyed psychologists who

previously selected a replication target with regards to their considerations.

Third, we incorporated the results into the preliminary list of considerations and

sent the updated list to a group of individuals knowledgeable about concerns

regarding replication target selection. Over the course of several rounds, we

established consensus regarding what to consider when selecting a replication

target.
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The last two decades have brought uncertainty to the empirical sciences. Researchers have3

grown increasingly sceptical of the reliability of previously accepted findings, a situation4

characterized as a crisis of confidence, reproducibility, replication, or credibility [1,2]. In5

psychology, the crisis narrative might have many origins: Ioannidis’s controversial article [3],6

some uncovered scientific fraud cases in the Netherlands [4], the publication of eye-catching7

findings of extra-sensory perception [5], and a series of methodological papers describing the ease8

with which results can be covertly pushed into the desired direction [e.g., 5–7]. This narrative has9

since gained momentum as the centre of fiery debates, has led to a substantial – and growing10

– body of literature, and has been the catalyst behind the foundation of countless practical11

initiatives to improve the reliability and quality of empirical, psychological research.12

Many in the scientific community have chosen to challenge outdated practices and transform13

science for the better. While many initiatives aim to dismantle the academic publishing system, or14

help researchers educate themselves on good scientific practice, other endeavours grapple with15

problems with the findings themselves. One key element of these efforts involves various forms16

of replication. Close replications aim to mirror the original study (OS) as closely as possible,17

allowing for example for better estimates and correction of false positives, whereas conceptual18

replications change elements of the OS to allow for understanding boundary conditions (e.g.,19

by changing measurement and manipulations) and theory building of a phenomenon. A large20

increase in articles concerned with theoretical and philosophical discussions on replication and21

replicability is coupled with a sharp uptick in the number of empirical replication studies being22

conducted [for numbers until May 2012, see 8]. In psychology, one example is the wide-spread23

replication attempt by the Open Science Collaboration, which demonstrated that more than half24

of the empirical findings under scrutiny did not replicate [9]. Only a third of the original studies25

(36.1%) suggested a statistically significant effect (i.e., p < .05) and less than half (41.9%) of the26

original confidence intervals included the replicated effect size [9].27

Increased interest in the discussion and execution of replication studies contributes to28

the active effort to restore credibility to scientific research, including psychological research.29

However, it brings with it a second generation of problems. Among these is the fact that the30

number of potential replication targets is at a serious mismatch with the resources available31

for replication studies, both in terms of human labour and in terms of available funds. As one32

example, in a separate project author A.E.v.t.V. and P.M.I aim to replicate original research in33

social neuroscience [10]. Even restricting their candidate set to studies using fMRI in the last ten34

years, they currently have a pool of over two thousand potential targets to select from. The rate35

at which empirical studies in psychology are published has been growing exponentially for the36

past century. Simultaneously, the rate at which original studies are replicated is very low. The37

replication rate in social sciences and psychology alike has been estimated at around 1% [8,11],38

though the rate is difficult to estimate exactly. While the pile of potential replication targets is39

growing at an exponential rate, funding for replication is developing more slowly. This results in40

an enormous back-log of non-replicated research to contend with.41

To accommodate the need for replication studies, funding opportunities targeting replication42

studies that have emerged range from broad scale funding opportunities in the Biomedical43

Sciences [e.g., 12], Social Sciences and Humanities [e.g., 2,9,13], or Educational Sciences [e.g.,44

14], to specific initiatives calling for replication in pre-specified areas [e.g., 15]. Even so, grants45

for replications receive many good proposals, but can only fund a low percentage of them. For46

example, the Dutch funder NWO could only fund around 10% of submitted replication studies47

[16]. Though there is an increase in the number of funding opportunities, they remain relatively48

scarce and overall resources for replication studies remain limited.49

Another stumbling block in the road toward regaining certainty and credibility through50

conducting replication studies is the way in which studies are selected as replication targets. As51

we have argued in recent publications, target selection is haphazard and often poorly motivated52
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[for instance, because replicating authors doubt the veracity of original authors or their findings;53

see 17], and does not make the best use of what scarce resources are available [18,19]. Some54

authors have suggested ways to select replication targets, such as using cost-benefit analysis [20],55

employing Bayesian decision-making strategies [21], or selecting at random [22]. While at first56

glance suggestions on how to select replication targets might appear quite different, common57

themes do exist. In a comprehensive review, Isager and colleagues [16]) identified four factors58

often considered when deciding what is worth replicating: (1) value/impact, (2) uncertainty, (3)59

quality, and (4) costs and feasibility.60

Whatever the reasons for selecting a particular replication target, we believe that61

communicating how the eventual decision was reached is very important. At present, there62

is no consensus as to what characterizes a study “worth replicating” or “in need of63

replication”. Regardless of whether or not consensus on this matter can possibly be achieved,64

clearly communicating one’s reasoning behind selecting a replication target enables others to65

understand, and evaluate the decision. To spend limited resources for replication studies wisely, it66

is in the interest of both researchers and funding agencies to replicate studies that make sense and67

that make good use of the resources. Having a transparent logbook of why targets are selected for68

replication is a first step towards spending limited resources well.69

To be clear, we believe that science would benefit from transparently reporting the decisions70

that led to the genesis of all studies. However, we argue that there is good reason to consider71

the decision process for replication studies separately from original studies. First, the motivation72

of and reasoning behind replication studies might differ. While many original studies explore73

new claims based on theoretical reasoning and previous literature, replication studies have in the74

past frequently been motivated by the intent to corroborate existing empirical results. Second, the75

room for a replication to add to a field’s knowledge base can be more readily quantified since the76

primary function of a replication is to reduce uncertainty about existing results (whereas original77

research can have many different functions, some of which are hard to represent quantitatively).78

Therefore the selection process may be optimized more easily for replication studies. Third, due79

to the lack of being able to play the “novelty card” when justifying the study authors may be80

facilitated by a systematic approach. With replication and self-correction being deemed important81

elements of a scientific field [23], a more systematic and transparently documented replication82

selection process can help characterize - and signal potential points of improvement for - a field’s83

maturation.84

To facilitate such a transparent reporting of considerations that led to a replication study,85

we aim to develop a list of criteria generally regarded as important, which could be used to86

systematically and transparently justify the selection of a particular replication target. Researchers87

could use this list to transparently and systematically report their replication target selection88

process, and in turn meta-scientists could use these reports to characterise a field’s development.89

A great example for transparent selection of a replication target was recently published by90

Murphy and colleagues [24]. While this is a useful start to justifying resource allocation, we91

believe that we could go a step further by streamlining this process and offering authors92

structure and guidance in their selection process. Additionally, a list of considerations would93

offer a structured tool to funding agencies both when providing money for replication studies94

specifically and when looking to evaluate the usefulness of a proposal. In the remainder of this95

paper, we outline how we plan to go about developing this list.96

(a) The present study97

We argue that the involvement of the wider scientific community is crucial when designing98

a list of considerations to be used for transparent and systematic replication target selection.99

In this project, we aim to (1) describe the considerations generally regarded as important by100

psychological researchers and (2) construct a list of considerations to be consulted when selecting101

future replication studies in psychology. To ensure that our results reflect considerations of the102

selection process generally regarded important by the psychological community, we will employ103
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a consensus-based method.1 More precisely, we will use a Delphi approach to expound the104

considerations and criteria researchers commonly deem important when selecting a replication105

target.106

The Delphi process, which has the goal of developing consensus on a given topic or issue,107

is one of the most frequently used methods across multiple fields [25]. The Delphi process, as108

applied in this setting, is descriptive and can be considered an exploratory sequential mixed109

methods design. It is an iterative process, in which judgements from ‘informed individuals’ are110

collected in the form of questionnaire responses. The questionnaire collects both quantitative data111

in the form of importance ratings and qualitative data in form of suggestions and opinions on112

judgements. Over several rounds, consensus on several judgements or opinions emerges [26]. We113

have chosen this method for use in the current project, as it allows for including researchers from114

all over the globe, ensures anonymity of responses which allows participants to disagree more115

freely [25], and is most likely to yield results which reflect the opinions of the group as a whole,116

rather than capturing the views of a select few outspoken individuals.117

We will implement a so-called ‘reactive’ Delphi method [26]; a modification of the original118

Delphi method. The reactive Delphi method involves participants responding to a previously119

constructed version of items, instead of generating a list of items themselves [26]. In the present120

study, a preliminary list of items was constructed by the organizing authors (M.-M.P, S.M.F,121

P.M.I, A.E.v.t.V., and D.v.R.) before registration of the project. The organizing authors combined122

elements from previous suggestions on how to justify replication target selection [e.g., 18,19] to123

create a preliminary list of considerations.124

A disadvantage of this method is that the quality of the resulting consensus largely depends125

on the quality of the questionnaire design [i.e., the initial list of considerations; 25]. The authors126

acknowledge that they might have missed some crucial considerations when constructing the127

preliminary list of considerations. To overcome this,we will include an additional survey round128

with individuals who selected a replication target in the past. Participants will be asked to129

report how they selected replication targets in the past before judging the preliminary list130

of considerations. Additionally, participants will have the opportunity to suggest additional131

considerations not yet included. We will use the information from the survey to adapt our list132

of considerations. With this extra step we hope to ensure that the questionnaire sent out to the133

informed individuals contains all relevant elements.134

Additionally, the survey enables insight into the specifics of the selection process and whether135

it differs depending on the researcher’s motivation for conducting a replication and the type of136

replication. Different considerations might apply to replications that can be more readily termed137

close replications (e.g., more methodological) than to replications that are more conceptual (e.g.,138

more theoretical). Mapping researcher considerations onto the different types of replications139

will bring the field one step closer to more explicitly matching outstanding questions for a140

specific phenomenon with the type of replication that most efficiently answers them (e.g., if an141

original result is expected to be a false positive, a close replication might be the best match).142

Although in reality there are many different forms a replication can take [see e.g., 27,28] the143

distinction between close (direct) and conceptual replication is most common and well-known144

by researchers, which is why for the current survey we examine the relationship with researcher145

motivations and these articulated ends of the continuum.146

Lastly, the updated list of considerations will be send to a selected group of informed147

individuals, or ‘experts’, on replication target selection. Over the course of several rounds,148

participants will be asked to judge considerations based on their importance, and given the149

opportunity to suggest revisions. After each round, consensus will be evaluated based on pre-150

specified criteria and participants will receive a report summarizing the feedback from the151

previous round. For an overview of the proposed method, see Figure 1.152

1We recognize that there may be much disagreement on a local level about what is important – we aim to characterize the
opinions of researchers on average, to the extent that that is possible
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Figure 1. Flowchart illustrating the three stages planned for this project.

1. Methods153

Ethics. Ethical approval for the proposed method was granted by the Ethical Committee Psychology (ECP)154

of the University of Groningen, the Netherlands on 04/02/2021.155

(a) Researcher Description156

M.-M.P. has previously published work on replication target selection in clinical psychology [19].157

Her interest in the topic stems from a background in clinical psychology and the realization that158

sometimes ”shaky“ effects are translated into clinical practice. In her opinion, (1) treatments159

should be recommended only with sufficient evidence, also achieved by replications, and (2)160

which studies to replicate and how should be determined by evaluating a set of candidate studies.161

D.v.R. has published theoretical work on replications [18,19,29] and has conducted empirical162

replications [30,31]. S.M.F. has also published theoretical and empirical works concerning163

replication [18,30]. Frustration with (sometimes) inefficient use of resources and insufficiently164

justified reasoning behind conducting replications drives her interest in providing researchers165
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with the means to help systematize the replication target selection process, which can be166

difficult to navigate. P.M.I has previously authored theoretical work on replication target selection167

[16,20]. A.E.v.t.V has previously published about theoretical and practical aspects of conducting168

replications [32], has conducted large scale and Registered Replication projects [9,33–35], and169

is involved in theoretical and meta scientific work on replication target selection [16]. Her170

experience in analysing replications within psychology strengthens her belief that more explicit171

characterising of (the process of conducting) replications and their various functions can be a step172

towards making replication common in research lifecycles and towards theory building through173

conducting progressive types of replications.174

(b) Stage 1175

This stage was performed before registration. We created a preliminary list of factors to consider176

when deciding what to replicate from [18] and [19]. In a first step, author M.-M.P. extracted themes177

from these previous publications, and grouped them according to the four themes (1) uncertainty,178

(2) value/impact, (3) quality, (4) and cost/feasibility identified by [16]. Next, author S.M.F.179

commented on the list and author M.-M.P. adapted it accordingly. Lastly, the organizing authors180

(M.-M.P, S.M.F, P.M.I, A.E.v.t.V., and D.v.R.) provided feedback and the list was adapted over181

four rounds until all authors agreed on the final list of 16 considerations. Starting in round three,182

the authors agreed to not group considerations according to the four themes, as multiple themes183

applied for some considerations. For example, items grouped under quality, such as sample size,184

could also inform uncertainty. We will however, after the next stage, ensure that all initial and185

additional themes will be represented in the pool of items. This first list of considerations can be186

found in Table 1 and the process file is available on OSF.187

Table 1. Preliminary List of Considerations Constructed in Stage 1 and the Corresponding Item Number for the Stage 2

Survey.

Nr. Consideration Corresponding Item *

1 Do you consider the current strength of evidence in favor for the claim to be
weak (as for example quantified by a Bayes factor, a very wide CI, or a p-value
close to the typical alpha level of 0.05 combined with a very large sample size).

Q7 item 12

2 Given the current state of investigation of this claim in the literature, how
certain are you that the claim is true? Please motivate your answer.

Q5 item 5

3 Is the claim theoretically important? If yes, please elaborate. Q5 item 4
4 Do you perceive this claim to have relevant implications, for instance in

practice, policy, or clinical work? If yes, please elaborate.
Q5 item 3

5 Please describe the design of the original study. Q7 item 2-5
6 Enter the sample size Q7 item 1
7 Who was the sample (for example, what were inclusion and exclusion criteria)? Q7 item 2
8 How was the main outcome measured? Q7 item 19

9.1 Do you consider the outcome measure to be valid? Please motivate your
answer.

Q7 item 9

9.2 Do you consider the outcome measure to be reliable? Please motivate your
answer.

Q7 item 10

9.3 Do you consider the outcome measure to be biased? Please motivate your
answer.

Q7 item 11

10 Do you consider the operationalization appropriate (i.e., are the methods fitted
to answer the broader research question that was posed)?

Q7 item 20

11 Please describe the analysis plan and performed analysis. Q7 item 13, 14, 17
12 Please enter the observed effect size Q7 item 6,7
13 Given the sample characteristics, was the sample a good representation of the

population? In other words, do the results generalize to the population of
interest?

Q7 item 8

14 Is the interpretation of the current claim limited by potential confounds? If yes,
please describe

Q7 item 21

15.1 Given the original study set-up, is replication readily feasible? Q9 item 2
15.2 Can this study be replicated by generally-equipped labs, or are more specific

experimental set-ups necessary (e.g., an eye-tracking machine, an fMRI-
scanner, a sound-proof booth, etc.)?

Q9 item 1

16 How could a replication overcome the issues you raised above? Please also
specify the type of replication you intent to run (i.e., close or conceptual).

Note: *Item numbers refer to the presentation in the supplement

https://osf.io/j7ksu/files/
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(c) Stage 2188

(i) Participants of the Survey189

We sampled psychological researchers who previously selected a replication target, identified as190

having either conducted or registered a replication study. We contacted individuals identified191

through a systematic review of the literature and online search.192

We developed a search strategy via pilot searches documented in the supplementary material193

(i.e., methods and additional analysis). Similarly to previous studies [36,37], we identified potential194

participants by searching the following categories in Web of Science using the search string195

TI = (replication OR replicated OR replicate): Psychology Biological, Psychology, Psychology196

Multidisciplinary, Psychology Applied, Psychology Clinical, Psychology Social, Psychology197

Educational, Psychology Experimental, Psychology Developmental, Behavioral Sciences, and198

Psychology Mathematical 2. We refined time-span to the last five years. To overcome publication199

bias, we additionally searched the OSF registries using the term replication OR replicated OR200

replicate, again focusing on psychological studies registered in the past five years.201

Contact information of corresponding authors from eligible articles was extracted. Articles and202

registrations were eligible if they concerned either a close replication or a conceptual replication in203

the field of psychology. We defined replications as projects concerning the same effect/hypothesis,204

independent, and dependent variables as specified previous work [27]. In judging eligibility,205

we mostly relied on the authors self-presentation. We excluded (1) student projects, as it is206

unclear whether the replication target was selected or assigned, (2) studies which were clearly not207

psychology, (3) hits that did not correspond to a research paper or registration, and (4) projects208

not identified as replications. We were lenient in our exclusion criteria as we expected some self-209

selection on the side of the participants. This means that we also contacted authors of work where210

we were unsure whether inclusion criteria were fully met. For eligible registrations, we searched211

for potential research output and extracted contact information from those records. If no research212

output was available, we noted (1) the author of the registration, or (2) the author of an associated213

OSF project (in that order).214

The screening procedure is illustrated in Figure 23 and a full overview is provided on OSF.215

If the same corresponding author was identified multiple times, we (1) selected the project with216

clearly met eligibility criteria over one where we were unsure, and (2) selected the most recent217

project (i.e, the one for which the decision was most recent), as we assumed that participants218

would be best able to recall the selected process for most recent projects. In one case, we identified219

eight projects from one author all published in 2021. In this case, we select one project randomly.220

Some of the participants were distant colleagues of the research team. However, the authors221

did not interact with participants as data was collected anonymously online. Nonetheless, the222

author names were disclosed during the survey, which might have impacted data collection.223

(ii) Sample Size224

The survey in stage 2 served as a pilot to inform the list of items provided for the first round of225

the Delphi process. Sample size determination for qualitative work is complex and depends on a226

variety of factors such as the scope and nature of the research, the quality of the data collected,227

and what resources are available. Here, we based sample size considerations on the available pool228

of potential participants. Typically, qualitative studies report between 20-30 participants. For the229

purpose of our project, we deemed it crucial for our sample to be large enough to be reflective of230

the consensus in the field. We identified a total of 682 potential participants and with a response231

rate of 10% we expected our sample to be twice as large as recommended..232

2Some differences in label terms from [36,37] are due to Web of Science updates
3Please note that Figure 2 contains a correction as some duplicates were identified after receiving IPA

https://osf.io/registries/discover?q=replication%20OR%20replicated
https://osf.io/j7ksu/
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Figure 2. Flowchart illustrating the identification of potential participants.

(iii) Procedure233

To gain insight into the replication target selection process and pilot the preliminary list of items,234

we constructed an online survey with eleven questions. The aim of the survey was to (1) pilot235

the considerations included in the preliminary list and those the author group was undecided236

about, and (2) to capture considerations not mentioned in the preliminary list. The former was237

achieved through closed questions rated on Likert scales, and the latter through open questions238

leaving room for suggestions and additional information. The survey questions are detailed in239

the supplementary material (materials and additional data analysis).240

First, we asked researchers to identify the psychological field they work in (closed question).241

We adapted the sub-field choices from [38] and [37] and offered participants the choice between:242

Cognitive and Experimental Psychology, Clinical and Personality Psychology, Developmental243
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and Educational Psychology, Industrial and Organizational Psychology, Biological and244

Evolutionary Psychology, Neuropsychology and Physiological Psychology, Social Psychology,245

Quantitative and Mathematical Psychology, Human Factors, Unsure, and Other.246

To gain insight into how replication targets are selected in practice, we asked our participants247

to illustrate what motivated them to replicate and how they came to pick the particular replication248

target they chose (open question Q2). Next, participants were asked to describe the type of249

replication they conducted (open question Q3) and self-identify as either close, conceptual, or250

other (closed question Q4). To probe our initial list of considerations, we asked participants to251

indicate to what extent they considered general study characteristics of the OS (closed question252

Q5), specific study characteristics of the OS (closed question Q7), and feasibility of a potential253

replication study (closed question Q9). For each of these three aspects, we presented a number254

of items. On a Likert scale ranging from 1 (not important at all) to 9 (very important) participants255

were asked to “indicate to what extent [they] considered the following pieces of information”. Items256

represented the initial list of considerations as well as aspects that the authors did not agree257

upon during stage 1, but which were considered very important by at least one author.4 To avoid258

ordering effect, items were presented randomly to each participant, such that each participant259

their item list in a different order. After each closed question, participants had the opportunity to260

provide “any other considerations you had with respect to general study characteristic” (Q6) “specific261

study characteristics” (Q8) or “feasibility” (Q10). Lastly, Q11 provided the opportunity to give262

general comments and feedback on the survey. To counteract missing data, participants were263

prompted if they did not answer a question.264

Candidate participants identified through the systematic review were contacted via email265

including a short description of the project and a link to the online survey. The contact email can266

also be found in the supplementary material (methods and additional analysis). We estimated the267

survey to take approximately 15-20 minutes. Data collection was open for a month and reminder268

emails were sent one and three weeks after the initial invite.269

(iv) Data Analysis Plan270

Open-ended items (i.e., Q2, Q3, Q6, Q8, Q10) were analyzed using thematic analysis. Thematic271

analysis is used to identify patterns (themes) within data [39]. During thematic analysis, the272

researcher plays an active role in identifying, selecting and reporting themes [39]. For the purpose273

of our project, we used thematic analysis as a realist method, reporting on experiences and274

judgements from our participants. In contrast to quantitative methods, qualitative data analysis275

is an inherently flexible and exploratory process, Braun and Clarke (2006) mention a number of276

questions one can consider before data collection, on which we reflected here:277

• Themes were identified at the semantic level meaning that we focused on what278

was explicitly mentioned in the data without examining the underlying ideas and279

assumptions which shape the content. As such, we consider our analysis to be280

descriptive.281

• We used an inductive, data-driven approach for identifying themes. To this end, we read282

and re-read the data for themes related to considerations for replication target selection.283

We were aware that our previous involvement with the topic might impact the themes284

identified and aimed to be reflexive during the coding process [40, c.f.]. Reflections285

and potential sources of bias were documented. Relevant text from these reflections is286

discussed in the manuscript, while details can be found on OSF.287

• We were interested in extracting the most frequently mentioned themes (i.e.,288

considerations). Prevalence was counted across and not within individuals. In other289

words, we counted how many individuals mentioned a certain theme, and not how often290

the theme was mentioned overall. When registering this report we consciously refrained291

4Item 16 of the initial list of considerations was the only item not included, because it does not feature a unique consideration
for choosing a study to replicate.

https://osf.io/fasvt
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from quantifying the proportion of participants that need to mention a theme for it to292

be considered frequent, so that later we were able to judge which themes are the most293

crucial ones, and in which proportion based on the data. In the result section we report294

the number of instances themes were mentioned across individuals.295

• We were interested in comparing themes between different types of replications. Thus,296

we contrasted codes identified in responses to Q2, Q6, Q8,and Q10 between different297

types of replications identified in Q3 and Q4.298

Braun and Clarke (2006) suggest that thematic analysis consist of six phases: (1) familiarization299

with the data, (2) initial code generating, (3) theme searching, (4) reviewing themes, (5) defining300

and naming themes, and (6) producing the report. These phases are not to be performed one after301

the other; instead the data analysis process is recursive, with the researcher moving back and302

forth between these phases. Our approach was similar to these broad guidelines. It involves the303

following preregistered steps:304

First, authors M.-M.P. and S.M.F. split the data in two, and worked independently on305

developing a set of likely codes based on themes identified in the data at this stage. Our approach306

in this step was consistent with the practice of open coding, that is, we selected chunks of relevant307

text and associated them with a short phrase or keyword generated from the text itself. Second,308

authors M.-M.P. and S.M.F. collaborated with one another to determine which codes to include in309

a codebook. This codebook contained information for each code including a thorough definition310

of the code itself in the abstract, text snippets as concrete examples, and descriptions of inclusions311

and exclusions (i.e., concrete cases where a given code might not apply). The codebook is openly312

available on OSF.313

Once the codebook was established, authors M.-M.P. and S.M.F. each went through the314

qualitative text in its entirety, and coded it according to the codebook. Our unit of analysis was a315

sentence. Once each person coded the dataset, interrater reliability (IRR) was calculated.316

According to Miles and Huberman [41], IRR can be calculated as the total number of317

agreements (between authors M.-M.P. and S.M.F.) divided by that same numerator, plus the318

number of disagreements between authors M.-M.P. and S.M.F.. Miles and Huberman suggest that319

an agreement rate between coders of 80% is sufficient, and we used this same threshold. We had320

planned to consult a third author (i.e., AvtV), if we had not reached the anticipated IRR. That is, as321

Syed and Nelson put it, “one individual’s analysis of qualitative data should generally lend itself322

to be re-captured by another individual who is reasonably familiar with the research question323

and procedure” (p. 376) [42]. Although replicability is arguably difficult to apply in the context of324

qualitative research, consistency between coders in this case can certainly be validly applied. IRR325

performed as a measure of our consistency. Final steps in this process revolved around reviewing,326

defining and naming themes, as Braun and Clarke suggest.327

Closed-ended items were evaluated using the median rating and interquartile range (IQR), a328

measure of dispersion around the median capturing the middle 50% of observations [43]. Old329

items with a median rating of 3 and an IQR of 2 or lower were excluded from the list, and new330

items with a median rating of 7 and an IQR of 2 or lower were included. To explore whether331

the considerations differed between field of expertise and type of replication, we stratified the332

sample and compared subgroups.333

(d) Stage 3334

(i) Participants of the Consensus Process335

Panel members were identified using snowball sampling, a type of convenience sampling.336

Snowball sampling is one of the most frequently employed methods of sampling for qualitative337

research [44], and especially useful if participants need to meet specific criteria or have certain338

expertise [45]. First, the research team identifies a number of potential candidates. Next, the339

identified people are contacted and asked to participate and/or identify others who they see fit340

https://osf.io/xamv2
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to participate in the study. By asking potential participants to consider who else has the expertise341

needed for the study, snowball sampling taps into social knowledge networks [44], which we342

considered beneficial to our project as we were interested in shared, communal knowledge343

regarding replication target selection.344

Snowball sampling was implemented as follows: Prior to registration, we constructed an initial345

list of 29 potential participants, who we deemed knowledgeable in the subjects of replication,346

replication target selection, methods and statistics, theory, or meta-science. The list can be found347

in the supplementary material (methods and additional analysis. To not only identify “replication348

experts”, but also content researchers, we offered researchers who participated in the stage 2349

survey the option to sign up for the Delphi procedure.350

Next, we contacted these potential candidates via email, asking them whether they were351

willing to participate and/or to forward the invitation to someone they might find eligible,352

and/or to nominate another person by replying to the email. We are aware that this method353

does not ensure that every potential participant has an equal chance of being selected. To354

avoid the sample being heavily biased, we attempted to balance participant selection regarding355

gender, career level, and country of residence. We planned to make a Twitter call to reach out to356

members of underrepresented demographic category, relying on ‘word of mouth’ in the scientific357

community on Twitter if necessary 5
358

Eligible participants received an online survey, asking them to indicate their agreement with359

the previously constructed list of considerations on a Likert scale from 1 (not important at all)360

to 9 (very important). We also offered the option for free text responses on the phrasing of the361

considerations and whether important considerations were missing. Quality of consensus is362

highly dependent on participant motivation. To ensure that our participants were sufficiently363

motivated, we offered co-authorship in exchange for participation. Authorship was voluntary364

and not a prerequisite for participation6. If Delphi experts decided to identify as authors they365

were considered investigators according to the CRediT taxonomy (see Authors’ Contributions).366

We anticipated the sample to consist (mostly) of researchers who are distant colleagues or367

perhaps one-time collaborators with some of the author team. Our contact with them in the368

context of the study was distant.369

(ii) Sample Size370

Some authors suggest a sample size around 20 members to produce stable results [46,47], while371

others argue that smaller panels of 6-11 panelists suffice [25]. However, individual responses are372

very influential in small panels producing potentially unstable results [46]. As the Delphi process373

is time-intensive, panel attrition is likely. Typically, the overall response rate for Delphi procedures374

is 80% [48]. Thus, we aimed to recruit a minimum of 30 participants for our study over a maximum375

period of three months.376

We planned that if after 1 month, our sampling procedure resulted in more than 30377

participants, we would proceed to the Delphi process, provided that the sample was balanced378

with regard to gender, career level, and country of residence. Additionally, we planned to379

stratify participants by their research field similar to [37]. Otherwise, we decided to reject380

and select participants to create a balanced sample. In the latter case, we planned to report381

justifications for participant selection. We further planned that if, after three months, our sampling382

procedure resulted in fewer than 30 participants, we would proceed with the Delphi process but383

highlight that results might be unstable and recommend replication to establish stability of the384

considerations. Please note that the sample size determination was empirically informed as no385

clear guidelines for ‘optimal’ panel size for Delphi procedures exist.386

5We acknowledge that such an approach may introduce selection imbalances of its own, however we argue that it is still
likely to assist in reaching a wider range of participants.
6One participant opted to not be listed as a co-author
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(iii) Procedure387

The goal of a Delphi process is to establish consensus over several, iterative rounds. During each388

round, participants were asked to judge the importance of a number of items (i.e., considerations)389

and provide feedback. In between the rounds, participants received structured feedback reports390

summarizing results from the previous round both quantitatively and qualitatively.391

For the first round, participants received the list of considerations, updated by the results392

of stage 2. For each subsequent round, participants received a revised list of items, for which393

consensus had not yet been reached. Items were revised according to qualitative feedback from394

the participants. To define what constitutes consensus and avoid the Delphi process going on395

indefinitely, stopping rules were implemented. In line with [38] the following pre-specified396

stopping rules applied: (1) the Delphi process was defined to be “concluded with unsuccessful397

recruitment” if three months after contacting potential panel members, there were fewer than 6398

participants; (2) the Delphi process was defined to be “concluded with consensus“ if consensus was399

reached about the considerations generally regarded as important when selecting a replication400

target. Consensus was defined as an IQR of 2 or less. Once consensus was achieved for all401

items, no new round would be initiated; (3) the Delphi process was defined to be “concluded402

with incomplete consensus“ if consensus was not reached for all items (i.e., IQR > 2) after the fourth403

round. No new round would be initiated after this stopping rule was triggered. We planned to404

report the last version of list of considerations and highlight disagreements.405

(iv) Data Analysis Plan406

Data analysis was performed after each Delphi round. Quantitative items were analyzed using407

medians and IQR and the distribution of ratings were visualized using histograms. Items with a408

median rating of 6 or more and IQR of 2 or less were included in the final list of considerations.409

Items with a median rating lower than 6 and an IQR of 2 or less were excluded. Qualitative410

responses were summarized by M.-M.P. and discussed by the author group. We counted how411

many individuals mentioned a certain concern or suggestion. The list items were revised based412

on frequently mentioned suggestions. When registering this project, we consciously refrained413

from defining frequently a priori to allow us to flexibly respond to concerns and suggestions later414

on. We anticipated no incomplete data reports as we forced participants to answer every item.415

If participants had no suggestions, they were instructed to answer open questions with ”none“.416

If due to attrition, participants did not join subsequent Delphi rounds, we proceeded with the417

remaining experts.418

After each round of data analysis, M.-M.P. constructed a structured feedback report for the419

participants. Items for which consensus was reached were not included in the summary report420

to the participants. In the feedback report we: (1) replied to frequently raised general concerns421

if there were any, and (2) presented items for which no consensus was reached. For each item422

we presented the histogram of responses, highlighted revisions if necessary, and addressed item-423

specific concerns. Summary reports and the invitation for the next round were sent to participants424

who responded to the previous round.425

(e) Reporting of results426

During stage 2, we produced: quantitative data (i.e., importance ratings), qualitative data (i.e,427

participants responses and corresponding codes), documents containing reflections and potential428

sources of bias from coding authors, and an updated list of considerations. Quantitative data429

was summarized using median ratings and IQR and is presented in tabular form. We report430

identified codes and associated frequencies. Reflections of the coding authors and the updated list431

of considerations are available at OSF. Reflections and reasoning behind what qualified as a theme432

are discussed in the manuscript, leading to intermediate conclusions about how psychological433

researchers select replication targets. During stage 3, we produced quantitative (i.e., importance434

ratings), and qualitative data (elaborations from participants), feedback reports for each round,435
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and a selection of items, which participants agreed upon (i.e., the final checklist), and potentially436

items that no consensus was reached for. Median ratings and IQR for each item across the437

rounds are presented in a table. We report our definitive checklist, highlighting in particular438

the items that reached consensus, but also those that did not. Feedback reports were uploaded439

to OSF, summarizing also the qualitative input from the Delphi process. These results allowed440

us to discuss and suggest relevant considerations for future researchers, discuss implications441

for psychological science, and potentially other social sciences and signal potential direction for442

future research.443

2. Results444

(a) Protocol and Data445

All supplementary material including the pre-registered manuscript, which received in principle446

acceptance, data and analysis files can be found on OSF.447

(b) Stage 2448

(i) Deviations from preregistered plan449

While we followed the pre-registered plan as closely as possible, a few deviations were deemed450

necessary.451

Stage 2. First, during data collection 30 additional duplicate emails were identified and452

removed according to the pre-registered protocol. If we had identified two email-addresses for453

one person, we used both to increase the likelihood of a response. Second, despite repeated454

prompts for participants to answer all items, some data was missing. Some participants indicated455

why they were unable to answer specific items, thus providing us with qualitative information456

about the mechanism of missingness. We therefore considered responses with missing data on457

some, but not all items, as complete and included it in the quantitative analysis with all data458

available7. Third, we had planned that authors M.-M.P. and S.M.F. would collaborate first with459

one another, then with the other authors, to determine which codes to include in a codebook.460

However, the code-book was established by M.-M.P. and S.M.F. without the input of the co-461

authors. Codes overlapped substantially and disagreements were easily resolved. Lastly, while462

we meant to exclude all student projects when identifying potential participants, 16 participants463

indicated that they conducted their replication as student projects. Their responses were included464

in the analysis as we were committed to use all available data and the respondents were able to465

describe their decision-making process.466

(ii) Participants467

A total of 682 participants were contacted. Of these, 678 individuals were contacted via email468

on 04.10.2021 using the Google extention GMass. Four additional individuals were contacted by469

M.-M.P. via LinkedIn on 11.10.2021. Details about the reminders are described in the supplement.470

Data collection was closed four weeks after it had started (i.e., on 01.11.2021).471

A total of 185 (27%) responses were recorded. Of these, 64 responses were incomplete, leaving472

a total of 121 (18%) responses.8 Demographic information of the 121 responders is presented in473

Table 2.474

(iii) Quantitative analysis475

We calculated the median and IQR for all quantitative items. Results are presented in Table 3 and476

visualized in Figure 3. None of the items reached our pre-specified decision criterion of a median477

7Incomplete responses (i.e., when respondents stopped after a number of items) were excluded from the analysis.
8The algorithm indicated 66 incomplete responses but two were marked incorrectly.

https://osf.io/b3gvd
https://osf.io/dkvrh
https://osf.io/j7ksu/?view_only=
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Table 2. Number of participants by their field of interest and type of replication the participant has conducted.

Total Direct/close
replication

Conceptual
replication

Other

N 121 94 17 9
Psychology field (% per column)

Cognitive and Experimental 39 (32.2%) 30 (31.9%) 5 (29.4%) 4 (44.4%)
Social 29 (24.0%) 23 (24.5%) 4 (23.5%) 2(22.2%)

Clinical and Personality 12 (9.9%) 9 (9.6%) 3 (17.6%)
Developmental and Educational 7 (5.8%) 6 (6.4%) 1 (5.9%)

Industrial and Organizational 5 (4.1%) 4 (4.3%)
Biological and Evolutionary 4 (3.3%) 3 (3.2%) 1 (5.9%)

Quantitative and Mathematical 4 (3.3%) 4 (4.3%)
Human Factors 2 (1.7%) 1 (1.1%) 1 (11.1%)

Neuropsychology and
Physiological

1 (0.8%) 1 (1.1%)

Othera 11 (9.0%) 10 (10.6%) 1 (11.1%)
Unsureb (5.8%) 3 (3.2%) 3 (17.6%) 1 (11.1%)

Note: One person did not indicate what type of replication they conducted and thus excluded from the stratified counts.
aconservation/environmental psychology, differential psychology, experimental analysis of behavior, human-
computer interaction, legal psychology, metascience, parapsychology, psycholinguistic, social and evolutionary
psychology, and sociology
b behavior genetics, communication and media psychology, economic psychology, media psychology,
neuroimaging, and sport and exercise psychology

rating no larger than 3 with an IQR no larger than 2 and none of the new items reached our478

pre-specified decision criterion a median rating no smaller than 7 with an IQR no larger than 2.479

Consequently, we did not change the preliminary list of considerations based on the quantitative480

analysis.481

A second aim of our survey was to examine potential differences in considerations based on482

the field of expertise and type of replication. To this end, we split the data into different strata483

and compared the medians and spread of the data (IQR, min and max) for each stratum. The484

stratified analysis is detailed in the supplementary material (methods and additional material).485

No meaningful differences were observed between sub-fields. Ratings differed slightly between486

the different types of replication. For example, participants that classified the replication they487

conducted as direct or close rated generalizability (Mdn = 4), in- and exclusion criteria (Mdn488

= 3), and random assignment (Mdn = 3) lower than participants that classified the replication489

they conducted as conceptual (Mdn = 7, Mdn = 6, and Mdn = 6 respectively). This is most490

likely explained by the different aims underlying close and conceptual replication. That is, while491

close replications aim to verify previous findings, conceptual replications aim to generalize492

findings beyond, for instance, the original study’s context or sample. However, participants who493

conducted a close/direct replication rated statistical error as unimportant (Mdn = 3), which is in494

contrast to the assumptions that the primary aim of close replications is to verify9. Nonetheless,495

differences between subfields and type of replication were not substantial enough to warrant496

specific versions of the list of considerations for each.497

(iv) Qualitative analysis498

First, we split the data in half using 60 randomly generated numbers between 1 and 121. S.M.F.499

and M.-M.P. independently established codebooks based on 60 and 61 responses respectively.500

S.M.F. identified 56 codes, and M.-M.P. identified 67. In two consecutive meetings, S.M.F. and M.-501

M.P. reviewed and compared their codes and collaboratively established a codebook including502

73 codes. Lastly, both S.M.F. and M.-M.P. independently re-coded the complete data set using the503

established codebook.504

9We received qualitative feedback suggesting that some participants might have misunderstood this question. They meant to
indicate that flawed studies should not be replicated (answer: no), where the question aimed to assess whether a study being
flawed is a relevant factor for deciding to replicate (which for the above would mean, answer: yes). This limits interpretability
of this particular item
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Table 3. Survey questions with descriptive statistics used for quantitative analysis

Question N Median IQR
Please indicate to what extent you considered the following pieces of information
when scrutinizing the potential replication target:
- Whether the finding has been investigated sufficiently or not. 119 8 3
- Whether the citation count of the study was high or low. 119 4 5
- Whether the study has relevant implications, for instance in practice, policy, or
clinical work, or not.

120 7 3

- Whether the finding has a strong connection with theory or not. 120 7 3
- Whether the finding was unexpected (e.g., ”counter-intuitive”, ”surprising”), or
in line with what can be expected.

119 6 4

Please indicate how important the following specific characteristics of the original
study were for you when choosing your replication target:
- The total sample size. 115 6 4
- Handling of inclusion and exclusion criteria. 115 4 5
- Blinding procedures (e.g., blinding of participants, experimenters, analyzers). 117 2 5
- Sampling procedures (e.g., stratified random sampling, snowball sampling,
convenience sampling etc.).

115 4 4.5

- How participants were assigned to conditions (e.g., randomly, single/double
blind, etc.).

116 3 5

- Statistical power to detect the effect sizes of interest. 116 6 4.25
- The size of the effect size. 119 6 4
- Generalizability of the sample. 116 5 4
Validity of the outcome measures. 116 6 3
- Reliability of the outcome measures. 114 6 4
- Potential bias of the outcome measures. 115 5 5
- The strength of evidence (measured by reported p-value, confidence interval,
Bayes Factor, etc.).

117 7 2

- Missing data handling. 114 3 4
- Whether the finding was based on within-subject measurements or between-
subject measurements.

116 3 4

- Open access to underlying empirical data that were analyzed. 117 3 4
- Whether the study has been preregistered. 118 2 4
- Whether the finding was predicted a priori or discovered during data
exploration.

114 5 5

- Whether there are statistical errors in the results reported (e.g., the degrees of
freedom do not correspond to the other reported statistics, the total sample size
does not equal the sum of the group sample sizes, etc.).

114 4 5

- How the main outcome was measured. 116 6 4
- Whether the operationalizations were appropriate (i.e., the methods were fit to
answer the broader research question that was posed).

115 5 4

- Whether interpretation of the results was limited by potential confounds or not. 114 6 4
Please indicate how important the following pieces of information were for you
when judging the feasibility of your replication study:
- Whether the study could be replicated by a lab without specialised equipment
(e.g., an eye-tracker, a sound-proof lab, an MRI-scanner).

119 7 5

- Whether the study concerned a hard-to-collect sample. 118 7 5

IRR was calculated as the number of agreements divided by the sum of the number of505

agreements and disagreements. Agreement was defined as both coders assigning the same code(s)506

to the same text or assigning the same code to different, but related, text. Disagreement was507

defined as both coders assigning different code(s) to the same text.10 The first author noted508

cases of agreement and disagreement by going through the data case by case and (1) noting clear509

agreements (same code(s), same text), (2) noting unclear agreements (same code(s), different text),510

(3) noting clear disagreements (same text, different code(s)), and (4) noting codes only assigned511

by one coder. A detailed account of this procedure is provided in the supplementary material512

(method and additional analysis). In total, 343 agreements (1), 77 disagreements (2, 3), and 329 quotes513

identified by only one coder (4) were counted. This resulted in an IRR of 0.82. 11.514

The large number of quotes assigned by only one coder might be explained by (1) differences515

in coding styles (M.-M.P. assigned many more codes than S.M.F. in general), (2) differences in516

involvement in developing the codebook (M.-M.P. was more involved than S.M.F.), or the coder517

being more familiar with their own codes as opposed to the one established by the other. The518

assignment of codes to text involves the interpretation of those texts by the coder; the observed519

discrepancies are neither surprising nor cause for concerns about validity. To be sure, as Braun520

10If coders assigned multiple different codes to the same text, this was counted as one disagreement
11If disagreements including multiple codes were counted as multiple, IRR dropped to 0.77
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Figure 3. Quantitative Results.

and Clarke [49] emphasize, when multiple coders are part of a thematic analysis, the goal is to521

“collaboratively gain richer or more nuanced insights, not to reach agreement about every code.”522

(p. 55, emphasis in original)523

The coders identified two key themes. The first theme, decision-making process, describes524

the process underlying a participant’s decision to replicate. In our interpretation, this theme is525

concerned with how participants decided to replicate, and encompasses the aids and obstacles526

they encountered during the process. The second theme, motivation, is concerned with why527

participants chose to replicate a study in general or why they choose their specific targets. Themes528

are not as distinct as we might present them in this text. Motivating factors interact with the529

decision-making process and vice versa. Below, we describe the themes and their specific sub-530

themes and relate them to each other. Participants’ quotes are presented to illustrate themes and531

themes and important sub-themes are presented in bold and italics.532

The decision-making process. To understand how our participants decided to replicate an533

original study, we coded their process. We distinguished whether they decided to replicate based534

on a particular study or whether they decided to replicate before searching for a replication target.535

However, only 31 participants explicitly described their decision-making process. Moreover, this536

code was more frequently assigned by M.-M.P. than S.M.F.. Interpretation of these results is537

therefore limited. The mismatch in assignment frequency may reflect M.-M.P.s specific interest in538
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the process of replication target selection. Participants seemed to more frequently (n= 20) decide539

to replicate after reading or conducting a specific study than they decided to replicate before540

searching for potential replication targets (n=11).541

Institutional influences shaped the decision-making process for some researchers (n=13). Four542

participants reported being invited to partake in larger replication projects, two of which did not543

describe their decision-process, presumably as others had made the decisions for them. Other544

respondents mentioned deciding to replicate for publication purposes. Three explicitly reported545

changes in journal policies regarding the publication of replications as motivators for them to546

conduct a replication. Specifically, they replicated original studies previously published in outlets547

that subsequently incentivized replications. For example, one participant reported that the OS548

they were interested in replicating was published in a journal that “had recently adopted policy to549

publish pre-registered replication attempts for their own articles” (Case 29) as one factor influencing550

their choice to conduct a replication.551

Feasibility played an important role in the decision-making process of our participants (n=76),552

or as one participant put it “feasibility was a key issue” (Case 115). Feasibility refers to the ease of553

adapting (if needed), and running the replication study based on clarity and complexity of the554

OS, as well as the available resources. Feasibility was considered at different points during the555

decision-making process. For some, feasibility considerations preceded others, meaning that they556

only considered original studies which they could run based on their available resources. For557

example, one participant mentioned that “[they] first considered whether [they] had the skills and558

resources to run the study” (Case 104). For others, feasibility followed other considerations “After559

that I selected studies with procedures for which direct replication would be feasible” (Case 73). In this560

way, feasibility was used as a criterion to identify possible replication targets from a pre-selected561

pool of studies.562

To determine the ease of conducting a replication, participants considered whether the method563

was sufficiently clearly described, and whether implementation of the OS was possible. For some,564

“the study needed to have sufficiently detailed description[s] of [the] procedure, instruments and data565

analysis plan” (Case 14). This sometimes coincided with participants mentioning the complexity of566

the original study’s method, or more specifically, the ease with which the OS could be replicated.567

Participants seemed to look for “methods [that] were clearly described and easy to implement” (Case568

82). However, not only studies with sufficient detail were replicated. For example, one participant569

reported that they “did not realize how many information about the methods and materials was lacking in570

the paper” (Case 79) until they conducted their direct replication. For some insufficiently provided571

information were a reason to refrain from direct replication but do “partial replications because the572

Method section in the original study wasn’t clear enough on some specifics” (Case 94).573

Participants further considered the ease with which they could adapt the OS. A few574

participants specifically mentioned that their replication target was “easily extendable to additional575

condition [and], so it was a good fit” (Case 81). One specific adaptation considered was whether the576

OS “could be translated into other languages or cultural contexts” (Case 93). While one might expect577

this consideration to be more prominent for conceptual replications, it was mentioned in relation578

to both direct and conceptual replication types.579

Related to ease, participants frequently (n=18) mentioned the mode of data collection. Some580

participants specified the type of data they wanted to collect (e.g., questionnaire or performance581

data), but participants most frequently mentioned considering whether data was collected on582

location (e.g., a school or a laboratory) or online, and whether they could adapt the data collection.583

The need for online data collection was mentioned either as part of the OS methodology “we only584

considered studies that were run online” (Case 28), or as a possible adaptation “adapting the method585

from an in-person context to an online/computerized setting” (Case 82). Online data collection might586

have been a specifically relevant consideration in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, which587

prevented many researchers from collecting data on site. For example, one participant specifically588

mentioned that they “ensured it [the replication study] could be run online, in covid” (Case 119).589
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Lastly, resources played a large role in considering the feasibility of potential replication590

targets. Participants considered the degree of overlap between available resources (e.g., time,591

money, available data, equipment, skills and expertise, and potential collaborators) and the592

resources required to replicate a specific OS. Participants frequently mentioned time constrains,593

meaning that ”[the replication study] had to be something that I could actually conduct given time and594

resources” (Case 18). Time constraints were often mentioned in relation to financial constraints.595

Participants either discussed the need to find studies, which could be replicated at “low costs”596

(Case 75), the need to “secure enough funding to make it [the replication study] happen”(Case 22), or597

having “the funding to support the replication” (Case 107). Having access to the data, materials,598

and/or a participant pool, and potential collaborators who would be able to carry out the599

replication study eased the decision to replicate a specific target study. Lastly, some participants600

specifically mentioned considering whether they had the skills and expertise to replicate a specific601

target study. As one participant put it “it was important that I had the expertise to perform the602

replication” (Case 107).603

Other infrequently mentioned aspects were the ease of getting ethical approval (n=2),604

participant burden (n=3), and whether the study ought to be multi-sited (n=3).605

Naturally, the aspects of feasibility considerations were not mutually exclusive but overlapped606

within individual participants. For example, available resources would ease adaptation and607

adjustment of potential replication targets. As one participant described: “I already had the software608

for the task, so it was pretty easy to adjust it for the new study”(Case 5).609

Motivation Participants’ selection of replication targets was motivated by the replicating610

authors (RAs) interest in the original effect, impact of the original finding (perceived by the611

RAs, or objectively demonstrated, e.g., by citations or journal impact factor), doubt in the specific612

effect, specific methodological aspects of the OS, or was related to the author of the OS. In613

our interpretation, most participants were motivated by learning from the replication study.614

For example, five respondents conducted replication studies to gain familiarity either with the615

research process (e.g., Case 14), or the specific field of research one has not yet encountered (e.g.,616

Case 18).617

However, replications were not only conducted for personal benefit, but also for altruistic618

reasons. Ten respondents reported perceiving replications as good scientific practice and thus619

being committed to running them to “foster cumulative science” (Case 3) or “establish scientific620

credibility” (Case 55). Others (n=16) conducted replications for educational purposes either as621

seminar classes, theses, or joined research projects.622

Interest motivated the majority (n= 83) of our participants to conduct a replication study.623

Many (n=32) specifically mentioned that (aspects of) the OS interested them and motivated their624

decision to replicate. Participants called it “interest in the topic” (Case 3) or simply stated “the625

study we chose was interesting” (Case 58), sometimes also labeling it as “curiosity” (Case 10). Three626

participants said they were interested in participating in the scientific discussion rather than627

aspects of the OS per se, and used involvement with a replication study to do so.628

Participants mentioned several areas of interest, the most frequent (n=34) being the motivation629

to verify the literature body. Many (n=13) participants were planning to conduct their own630

experiments in the line of the OS, but wanted to verify the validity or reliability of the effect631

they aimed to extend first. Three other respondents were specifically interested in verifying632

the paradigm used in the OS as they were planning to use it in their own research. However,633

verification of the literature body was not always self-serving. Some (n=5) specifically mentioned634

the motivation to verify the literature body to foster knowledge or explore robustness of the635

effect. Respondents mentioning the motivation to verify the literature most frequently (n=30)636

conducted close replications. This is in line with our assumption that the function of close or637

direct replications is to verify existing research.638

Related to, and overlapping with, the motivation to verify the literature body, many639

participants (n=19) reported an interest in self-replication. This meant that participants repeated640
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their own studies either because it was standard practice to them – “Typically, we (our lab) provide641

replication studies *within* the original papers” (Case 11) – or to verify their own findings. Verification642

could be motivated by methodological shortcomings. For example, one respondent noticed that643

“the results was on shaky ground for some methodological shortcomings” (Case 62). Most frequently,644

however, our respondents wanted to ensure that their findings were robust, valid, and stable.645

If not their own studies, respondents were frequently (n=17) interested in replicating OSs646

that were relevant to their own line of research or that they were familiar with. One participant647

explained that replicating studies familiar to the researcher was attractive because it was relatively648

easy:“had conducted a previous study with similar methodology and knew that [they] could easily do649

another, similar study” (Case 118). However, mostly respondents opted to replicate studies that650

were “influential to [their] ongoing research program” (Case 82). Within one’s line of research,651

interest was also sparked by novel methods, tools or measures. Sometimes, novelty coincided652

with “striking” (Case 119) findings. Other times, the OS “broke very new ground” (Case 96). As one653

participant put it “we felt that something that novel and unexpected [. . . ] should be replicated” (Case654

96).655

Likewise, the context of the OS interested some respondents (n = 14). Participants were656

interested in context-dependency of the original effect or how changes in cultural and societal657

context might have impacted the original findings. For example, one participant “was finding658

different results in another context and wanted to understand the phenomenon better” (Case 34) and thus659

explored the context-dependency of the OS. Another respondent postulated that “the results might660

be different in a sport context” (Case 39). Similarly, some (n=5) respondents specifically mentioned661

interest in exploring the boundary conditions of the original effect.662

Impact of the OS was mentioned by 61 respondents. Our participants replicated studies they663

judged to be generally important or “seminal” (n=24, e.g., Case 27, 87), to the field. For example,664

one participant explained that the replication target “was a study that had had a considerable impact665

on our field” (Case 61). Impact was sometimes defined as “a lot of people talking about it” (Case666

81) or “a lot of labs doing conceptual replications” (Case 61), or a study pioneering a method not667

commonly used in the field of research. Overall, it appeared that our respondents were motivated668

to replicate cornerstone research, which was perceived as most valuable if the replication had669

impact regardless of the outcome.670

Additional qualifiers of impact were citation count (n = 20) and the journal that the OS was671

published in (n=10). As one participant put it “we choose to replicate [the OS] because: [. . . ] it is672

an influential finding, as the original article is a well cited paper, published in a high impact journal”673

(Case 85). Another respondent identified the OS as part of the scientific discourse, and therefore674

important to replicate, as it “was published in a high ranking journal and [. . . ] cited multiple times”675

(Case 21). It appears that citation count and impact factor were used by many participants to676

judge the impact of an OS.677

Studies were also identified as impactful by participants if the conclusions had theoretical678

relevance (n = 19). Replication was believed to “provide insight into the credibility of [. . . ] theory”679

(Case 93) or enable participants to “weigh in on a larger theoretical debate” (Case 111). There was680

some discrepancy as to the role that theory played in the decision-making process. While theory681

could be regarded “as unimportant, because presumably the theory that underlies replication targets is682

weak to begin with” (Case 10), theory was also specifically mentioned to be “powerful and [. . . ] well683

specified/falsifiable” (Case 7). It appears that there is no consensus as to whether studies with weak684

or strong theory ought to be replicated.685

Eleven participants also considered the impact of the replication study instead of the OS.686

Respondents were motivated to replicate studies “for which in the past no direct evidence was687

available” (Case 4) or which were judged by them to be “understudied topic[s]” (Case 49).688

Respondents appeared to assume that replications could serve an important role if the evidence689

regarding the original finding was limited. However, one participant cautioned that “a study may690

not be worth replicating simply because the phenomenon under investigation is understudied – there may691

be a reason why few studies have been conducted on a particular topic (e.g., little to no clinical or theoretical692

merit)” (Case 106).693
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Impact outside of the academic discourse was also considered by nine respondents.694

Specifically, the impact of the original finding on society or policy and the public interest in the695

original finding. Though one mentioned that they did not care about policy implications (Case696

109), the other eight were motivated by the practical importance of their replication study.697

Doubt motivated 62 of our respondents to replicate a study. Doubt means that the RAs698

believed that they had reason(s) to be sceptical regarding the ‘truthfulness’ of the original finding.699

This was mostly (n= 22) due to potential flaws of the OS. Some respondents suspected the original700

finding to be “due to design error or confound” (Case 5) or “the original study [to have] a series of701

methodological and statistical flaws that called the results of the original study into question” (Case 13). As702

one respondent put it “the [original] result was on shaky ground for some methodological shortcomings”703

(Case 62), thus motivating replication to overcome said shortcomings. Interestingly, potential704

flaws were mentioned for both close and conceptual replications, though it stands to reason that705

in either case participants modified the original methodology to overcome shortcomings.706

Seventeen sources expressed doubt in the original finding based on how ’surprising’ they707

perceived it to be. While novel findings can be surprising (see, for example, the account in Case708

25), this code is distinct in that respondents clearly mentioned their disbelief in the original709

findings, which was not necessarily true for novel findings per se. Respondents, were surprised710

by findings “that were different from what one would expect from general experience” (Case 8), that is,711

they were “unexpected/counterintuitive” (Case 32). Replicating the surprising findings was a way712

to “ensure that the conclusion was right” (Case 37). It appeared that some participants were more713

inclined to replicate studies for which they did not believe in the finding. One respondent made714

this explicit saying: “in general, I look for papers that I don’t believe the findings” (Case 78). This is in715

contrast to those who are interested in replicating to build on the original finding.716

Doubt could also be due to the statistical evidence appearing weak to the participant (n=717

15). This could be due to small sample sizes, weak methodology, large effect size and associated718

confidence interval, high p-values, weak statistical evidence as measured through Bayes factors,719

or peculiar statistical analysis. In some cases, concerns about the statistical evidence coincided720

with concerns about potential questionable research practices (QRPs). Respondents mentioned721

p-values showing “peculiar pattern, with many p-values close to the significance threshold” (Case 35) or722

that “the initial statistics were very p-value based (indicating a desire to get a p<0.05)” (Case 98). Others723

mentioned “analytical creativity” (Case 104) causing doubt. Additional, respondents mentioned724

no analytical reproducibility, preregistration, or sample size planning, all of which called into725

question the original finding and motivated (mostly close) replication for the participant.726

Failed previous replication attempts further motivated 14 participants to replicate.727

Respondents mentioned trying to build on the OS, which included an initial replication of the728

original effect that failed. Consequently, they decided to run a planned replication instead. For729

example, one participant “tried to follow up the work [the original authors] did and so first replicated730

it. Because the replication failed (non-significant results), [the RAs] tried again” (Case 21). Another731

respondent shared that they “tried to build on a new and interesting finding but after several attempts732

found no effect at all. That is when one of [their] co-authors suggested to go back to the original study and733

try to replicate that first” (Case 45).734

The lack of replication studies or replications outside the original author’s lab similarly caused735

uncertainty and doubt about the original effect in some participants’ minds. The lack of “internal736

or external” replications resulted in the original finding not appearing convincing (e.g., Case737

9). Still, only internal replication (i.e., as opposed to external corroboration) could also raise738

reasonable doubt (e.g., Case 7). Respondents also argued that the lack of previous replication739

studies made it “easier for reviewer to see the relevance of a replication” (Case 13).740

Respondents (n=13) also mentioned doubt if the original finding was not in line with the741

current theory or if the literature provided mixed support for the effect. This was true for older742

studies, which were not further supported by more recent data or novel studies calling into743

question the current theory. Respondents mentioned the finding being “out of line with existing744

work” (Case 41) as a motivation to replicate. It seemed that the participants were interested in745
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verifying the original finding before trying to explain why the effect was not in line with the746

literature or theory.747

Lastly, issues with the original author made some respondents doubtful about the original748

finding. Respondents expressed doubt if “the author was ambiguous when [they] asked them for help”749

(Case 15) or were not willing to share their data or materials. A few respondents (n = 3) also750

explicitly cared about the original author’s reputation, though another respondent stated that751

they “do not care about [. . . ] author” (Case 109). However, for one participant, the reputation of752

the original author even increased confidence in the original effect “we knew the original author753

and found him trustworthy”(Case 76). Similarly, many participants (n=20) mentioned cooperating754

with the original authors, which for some was explicitly positive. For example, one participant755

mentioned that they “were able to run [their] replication effort thanks to the willingness of the original756

author to share their data, stimuli, and instructions” (Case 77).757

Methodology Participants (n=77) mentioned several methodological aspects of the OS758

motivating their decision to replicate, with some (n = 8) making their decision to replicate759

contingent on specifics of the original method (e.g., ”needed to be carried out with child or760

adolescent participants“, Case 14). Sample size was the most frequently (n = 26) mentioned concern.761

Respondents mentioned the original sample being “rather small” (Case 9), criticised that the762

original sample size had not been justified, or expressed their motivation to collect a larger763

sample. Sample size concerns could be linked to concerns about the effect size of the OS.764

Respondents specifically mentioned studies with small sample and large effects being in need765

of replication. Moreover, these concerns were amplified if the study was not preregistered. For766

example one participant judged that their target finding “ did not seem very credible (small N/large767

effects sizes/not preregistered)” (Case 114).768

Respondents (n=16) were also concerned with the generalizability of the OS. Generalizability769

means that RAs examined whether the original finding would extend to different stimuli,770

settings, or populations. Consequently, generalizability was a frequent concern for replicators,771

who already had access to a different population than the OS. This code further connected772

to participants mentioning the demographics of the target population for their replication. For773

example, one respondent said that their “replication used very similar methodology, but extended the774

research question to a different population with greater representation of the clinical symptoms [they were]775

interested in studying” (Case 49). It appeared that some respondents found replications especially776

valuable if they could examine a population different from the OS. One participant made this777

explicit saying that “[they] also had the opportunity to collect data from a population demographically778

different from the original study, increasing the value of the replication” (Case 72). However, another779

participant judged it important to use “a sample as similar as possible” (Case 85). Notably,780

most respondents concerned with generalizability and extending the effect self-identified as781

conducting close replications.782

Methodological aspects of the OS could induce doubt in the ‘truthfulness’ of the original783

finding. Outdated methods were frequently mentioned (n= 9). In some instances, outdated784

methods prompted doubt. For example, “advances i[n] methodological sophistication and quality785

prompted reconsideration of prior findings that were published using, now, outdated methods” (Case 30).786

Other times, outdated methods did not induce doubt but were considered when updating the787

methodology to fit the current context. For example, “the statistical analysis we used were updated to788

reflect advancements in the capabilities of statistical software” (Case 42) or “we used updated and better789

validated measures” (Case 32).790

Respondents were further concerned with potential confounds biasing the original finding.791

Participants “chose [. . . ] [the] study because [they] thought there was a confound in the experimental792

design” (Case 38) and consequently controlled for “a factor the original authors hadn’t” (Case 94).793

One explicitly mentioned confound, was experimenter bias. For example, respondents worried794

about the potential influence from experimenter bias which leads to “doubt about methodology”795

(Case 103) or as another respondent put it: “[. . . ] I was afraid that the original study was suffering796
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from experimenter bias” (Case 4). Similarly, this prompted participants to replicate with updated797

methods.798

Respondents (n=5) further mentioned statistical significance as an “implicit criterion” (Case799

14). Participants were mostly interested in replicating studies for which “results supported the800

hypothesis” (Case 93), though one person explicitly mentioned “the null result” (Case 19) as801

motivating their choice to replicate.802

Methodological aspects could also be linked to feasibility considerations. More specifically,803

some participants (n=9) mentioned that they were interested in replicating simple studies804

specifically, “which could be replicated easily and quickly” (Case 18). This criterion was predominantly805

applied to student projects.806

Infrequently mentioned considerations included the number of trials (n=3), practicing specific807

statistical analyses (n=2), or replicating the OS with the same sample as previously used (n=1).808

(v) Limitations809

Results from the survey need to be considered in light of some limitations. First, some participants810

misunderstood the instructions and answered the items with replications in general in mind811

instead of the specific replication study that was the basis for us approaching them. This means812

that some participants reported concerns that were more general and broad. This might account813

for some discrepancies and some of the variability in the ratings. For example, participants might814

simultaneously (1) believe that replication should be concerned with generalizability in principle;815

(2) have not considered it a relevant aspect in the decision to conduct their own replication study.816

Asking participants to classify their own study as a direct/close or conceptual replication817

also means that many people will have applied labels according to different criteria or based on818

different understandings of the concepts of direct/close and conceptual replication. For instance,819

many participants that conducted their replication study (partly) to extend the original design820

or to include additional conditions classified their study as a close replication (with extensions).821

Nonetheless, one could argue that these cases could be classified as conceptual replications. Our822

results highlight the variability in replication aims and procedures, and the fact that names and823

definitions are used somewhat interchangeably and vaguely in the literature. In our view, the824

dichotomous distinction between the two types of replication is not very informative. Defining825

replication types based on what they might achieve, or going even deeper [50–52] might be a826

better approach.827

(vi) Changes based on Survey828

The most frequently reported codes were identified by counting how often themes were829

mentioned across cases (i.e., how many participants mentioned a code). Counts ranged from830

1 to 34 with Mdn = 10. Codes with 10 or more mentions (n=38) were evaluated by the author831

team. Authors M.-M.P., P.M.I, A.E.v.t.V., and D.v.R. read through the list of frequently mentioned832

codes, tried to identify connections, linked them back to the preliminary list of considerations,833

and suggested edits.834

M.-M.P. and D.v.R. independently summarized the suggestions and both created a suggestion835

for a revised version of the list of considerations each. M.-M.P. merged the two suggestions and836

created a first draft of the revised list. Over the course of three rounds, this draft was further837

revised by the author team with M.-M.P. summarizing co-authors’ feedback between rounds. The838

intermediate list revisions are detailed in the supplementary material (List revisions).839

The revised list included 18 items clustered around the six most frequently mentioned themes:840

(1) interest, (2) doubt, (3) impact, (4) methodology, (5) feasibility, and (6) educational value. These841

themes partially overlapped with the four themes considered during stage 1, namely uncertainty842

(here doubt), value/impact, quality (here methodology), and cost/feasibility. Table 4 contains the843

18 items (i.e., the rows that have an entry in column “Round 1”).844
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3. Stage 3845

(i) Deviations from preregistered plan846

After 5 weeks of data collection, data of 32 respondents was downloaded. However, 5 responses847

were empty, leaving a total of 27 participants. We had initially planned to continue recruitment848

for three months or until reaching 30 participants. However, in light of the fact that the summer849

months were coming up, we decided that it was better for the quality of the data to proceed with850

the Delphi process rather than wait two more months for the last 3 participants to potentially851

join. We requested permission for this deviation from the editorial office and received approval852

on June 7th 2022.853

The consensus procedure was stopped after three instead of four rounds, even though we854

did not reach consensus on one item. Specifically, we observed diverse responses with very little855

movement between rounds despite revisions of the item (Round 1: Mdn=6, IQR 3, Round 2:856

Mdn=6, IQR=3.5, Round 3: Mdn=7.5, IQR=3). We reasoned that burdening participants with an857

additional survey round would not lead to consensus on this item. We requested permission for858

this deviation from the editorial office and received approval on Sep 13th 2022.859

(ii) Participants860

A total of 63 participants were contacted and invited to participate in the Delphi procedure on861

25.04.2022. Additional to the 29 potential participants a priori identified, 34 survey participants862

indicated interest in participating. We received 27 responses in the first round, and 20 in the863

second and third round. During the third round, four participants responded twice. We followed864

up with these participants and included the response, which they identified as most closely865

reflecting their opinion.12
866

Participants were diverse across career stage, field of expertise, gender, and geographical867

location. Participants included five PhD candidates13, three post-doctoral researchers, eleven868

senior researchers, and one independent researcher. Participants stemmed from various869

(psychological) fields including psychological methods and statistics, cognitive and experimental870

psychology, social psychology, clinical and personality psychology, legal psychology, but also871

philosophy, empirical aesthetics, and (cognitive) neuroscience. Participants identified as men,872

women, or other. Geographical locations were diverse, but we were unable to recruit participants873

from South America, Africa, Australia, or the Caribbean or Pacific Islands.874

(iii) Results875

Overall, three Delphi rounds were conducted. Table 4 summarizes the quantitative results and876

qualitative changes across the three rounds. Detailed summary reports sent to the participants877

between rounds can be found on OSF.878

During the first round, consensus was established for 12 out of 18 considerations. Based on879

the preregistered criteria 10 considerations with a median rating of 7 or higher and an IQR of 2880

or lower were included, and two considerations with a median lower than 7 and an IQR of 2 or881

lower were excluded from the final list. No consensus was reached for the remaining six items.882

Two out of the six items were revised based on the qualitative results.883

During the second round, we did not reach consensus for the remaining six items. However,884

the qualitative input allowed us to revise all items as well as provide some clarifications regarding885

the aim of the checklist. Specifically, we clarified that the aim of the checklist is to transparently886

communicate one’s rationale for selecting a particular study and not whether a study generally887

needs to be replicated or not.888

During the third round, consensus was established for all but one item. Based on the889

preregistered criteria three considerations were included, and two considerations were excluded890

from the final list. No consensus was reached for the remaining item and responses were891

12An analysis with all responses is presented in the Stage 3 summary report on OSF
13One PhD candidate is also a Research fellow

https://osf.io/j7ksu/files/
https://osf.io/j7ksu/
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particularly varied ranging from 1 = not at all important to 9 = very important. As a result, this892

item is not included in the final checklist.893

The final checklist included 13 out of 18 items centered around the topics: interest, doubt,894

impact, methodology, and feasibility. Please consult the supplementary material for the final895

version of the checklist.896

Table 4: Quantitative results of stage 3 checklist development. Included items are highlighted
in bold and revisions are indicated in italic.

Item Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Decision
Mdn IQR Mdn IQR Mdn IQR

The relevance of the original study for your
current line of research or the field you work in.

7 2 Include

Your involvement in the line of research that the
replication target is concerned with (e.g., self-
replication, planning to build on the study in the
future).

6 3 Revise

The degree of involvement you have in previous or
upcoming projects related to the replication target (e.g.,
self-replication, planning to build on the study in the
future).

6 3.5 Revise

Your personal stakes in the replication target’s results
(e.g., self-replication, financial stakes or other potential
conflicts of interest, planning to build on the replication
target results in future research, etc.).

7.5 3 No
consensus

The current strength of evidence in favour of
the original claim (e.g., a high/low Bayes factor,
a wide/narrow confidence interval, a high/low
p-value).

7 1 Include

Your personal belief about the truthfulness of
the original claim (e.g., consensus in findings,
replication attempts).

5 2 Exclude

Your expectations about whether the original
claim would replicate or not.

5 2 Exclude

The importance of the original study for
research (e.g., often/rarely cited, under/over-
studied, published in high/low impact journal).

7 1.5 Include

The theoretical relevance of the original claim. 8 2 Include
Implications of the original claim (e.g., for
practice, policy or clinical work).

8 2 Include

The clarity and replicability of the original
protocol (e.g., completeness and clarity of the
methodological description, accessibility of the
materials).

6 4 Re-evaluate

- 4 4.25 Revise
The (un)clarity and (un)replicability of the
original protocol (e.g., completeness and clarity
of the methodological description, accessibility of
the materials).

7.5 2 Include

The sample size of the original study (too small
or too large).

7 2 Include

Flaws of the original design (e.g., in- an
exclusion criteria, potential confounds).

8 1.5 Include

Operationalization of the original study’s
measures (e.g., validity, reliability, and bias).

7 3 Re-evaluate

- 7 2.25 Revise
Operationalization of the original study’s
measures (e.g., validity, reliability, and bias) and
how this impacts the credibility of the original
study.

7 1.25 Include

Concerns that questionable research practices
have been employed (e.g., presence/absence
of preregistration, potential of p-hacking or
HARKing).

7 2 Include

Generalizability of the original finding
(e.g., cultural and temporal context,
representativeness of the sample).

7 2 Include

The resources available to you for replicating the
original study (e.g., funding, time, equipment,
study materials, or data).

8 2 Include

The adaptability of the original study design (e.g.,
mode of data collection, whether the study can be
translated into other languages, contexts).

6 2.5 Re-evaluate

- 6 2.25 Revise
Note: Re-evaluate means that participants received qualitative feedback and were asked to rate the same item again.
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Table 4 continued.
Item Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Decision

Mdn IQR Mdn IQR Mdn IQR
The adaptability of the original study design (e.g.,
whether data is collected online or on-site, whether the
study can be translated into other languages or applied
to different contexts, etc.).

6.5 1 Exclude

Your previous experience and expertise with
regards to the original study.

5 4 Revise

You (i.e, all replicating authors) previous experience
and expertise with regards to the original study.

5.5 3 Revise

Your (i.e., the replicating team as a whole)
presence or absence of previous experience or
expertise on the original study as a practical
concern.

7 2 Include

Educational value of conducting the replication
study (e.g., for a thesis or student project).

5 3.5 Re-evaluate

- 3 4 Re-evaluate
- 5 1.5 Exclude
Note: Re-evaluate means that participants received qualitative feedback and were asked to rate the same item again.

4. Discussion897

(a) Checklist for transparent reporting of replication target selection898

Our goal was to develop a checklist for transparent and systematic reporting of the process of899

replication target selection. Our consensus-based checklist was designed to guide social scientists900

through the process of selecting a replication target study, and give them a framework for901

reporting their decisions and justifications. Checklist item selection was informed by two sources:902

1) scientists’ practices, revealed by a qualitative analysis of survey data, and 2) expert opinions,903

explored through a Delphi panel discussion.904

Importantly, this checklist covers reasons why a study was actually selected, not a list of905

reasons why a study ought to be selected. That is, rather than reporting whether a study needs906

to be replicated in general, the checklist aims to transparently communicate one’s rationale for907

selecting a particular study. We initially planned to create a list of items which ought to be908

ideally considered when selecting a replication target (see also the specification in Figure 1).909

However, the survey illustrated the variety of potential reasons to select a replication target910

and underscored the need for transparency, more so than validity of the items. For example,911

while some might consider it invalid to replicate a study because it was easy to do (the relevant912

know-how was already present in the team), this reasoning frequently informed replication target913

selection in practice. Consequently, we moved away from what to ideally consider towards what914

to ideally report. Specifically, we asked our Delphi participants to consider that if the researcher915

used a consideration as a ground for replicating (irrespective of their personal assessment of the916

legitimacy of that reason), was it important for that reason to be explicitly communicated? The917

checklist can either be used to compare several targets for replication in an attempt to identify918

and justify the chosen replication target, or to report the justification for having chosen a specific919

replication target after the fact.920

We argue that our checklist will enable evaluation of future decisions to replicate and aid921

discussion about how resources are allocated, and which studies ought to be prioritized. Our922

checklist will also be useful to assist replicating researchers in explicate their decision process923

as they prepare their study protocol. The checklist could also be used to evaluate funding924

applications for replication studies. For the purpose of justification and decision-making, we925

advise researchers to complete this list before the start of a replication project. For the purpose926

of documentation, researchers might complete this list at a later time point. However, we caution927

that hindsight bias might affect the accuracy of the information if the checklist is filled out after928

the project is complete.929
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(b) The guiding principles of replication target selection930

Checklist items are grouped according to five themes that we constructed from the survey data:931

(1) interest, (2) doubt, (3) impact, (4) methodology, and (5) feasibility. This theme structure is932

validated by similar findings in the literature, such as those of Isager and colleagues [16,53].933

Reviewing 68 self-reported justifications for replication target selection, Isager [53] identified934

four factors guiding replication target selection: (1) uncertainty, (2) value/impact, (3) quality,935

and (4) feasibility. While we initially adopted the structure proposed by Isager and colleagues936

[16], it was abandoned during Stage 1 as we were unable to clearly group items to one theme937

or another. Seeing that we independently reconstructed these themes during the present survey938

lends further credibility to them being the guiding principles of replication target selection.939

Note however, that we cannot exclude the possibility that we surveyed some authors whose940

replications were also reviewed by Isager [53]. A quick search demonstrated that some of the941

potential survey participants we identified were also listed in the Curated Replications Table on942

curatescience.org. Nonetheless, the present survey included more potential participants of943

replications published after 201714 than before, so potential overlap should be minimal. Moreover,944

in the present project the qualitative analysis was performed by M.-M.P. and S.M.F., without the945

input from P.M.I.946

We identified four stable principles that likely underpin replication target selection:947

doubt/uncertainty, impact/value, methodology/quality and feasibility/cost. These are complex948

constructs, whose meaning and interpretation include several factors, as illustrated by the nested949

structure of the checklist for transparent replication target selection. Still, researchers looking to950

strategically choose which study to replicate can use these themes to guide their decision-making951

process. For any study considered for replication, researchers might ask: (1) Is there reason to952

doubt the findings? (2) Is the topic important? (3) Are the methods capable of saying something953

meaningful about the topic under study? (4) Is it feasible to replicate the study in a way that will954

meaningfully reduce doubt about the findings? We argue that since all four factors interact in955

generating replication value [for a formal definition of replication value see 16] the answer to all956

four questions above should be “yes” before a replication is undertaken.957

While these principles are a good starting point, each researcher still needs to decide what it958

is that makes a claim doubtful, have impact, speak to the underlying research question(s), and959

its methods feasible to be attempted again. The checklist we constructed yields a transparent960

strategy to select a replication target and guides researchers through these four principles, while961

providing pointers on how to assess them to avoid arbitrary decisions. This might counteract962

one notable if unwelcome feature of the replication movement in the 2010’s - the contentious963

atmosphere in channels such as society publications and social media [54]. Specifically, some964

proponents of replication have taken a maliciously gleeful tone in greeting non-replications, while965

replication efforts have conversely been disparaged as motivated by hostility and destruction.966

While explicitly hostile motives were unlikely to emerge from our method based on self-generated967

explanations of replication research, the controversy does point to need to clarify the prescriptive968

grounds for the decision to replicate. For example, doubts based only on hunches or suspicions969

may cover up inadmissible biases and it is better to base doubt-based selection on clearly970

expressed arguments from prior theory or evidence.971

The checklist, when used for transparent reporting, can further shed light on the weight972

placed on each factor by the RAs. It does not prescribe how to judge each of the items973

allowing for subjectivity and variability between researchers and contexts to enter the process974

of replication target selection. This might help to develop individualized strategies for deciding975

what to replicate, each serving different interpretations of what “uncertainty”, “value”, “quality”,976

“cost” – and hence, “replication value” – means. This in turn could inform the definition and977

quantification of replication values.978

We identified two additional guiding principles, which were comparably less stable: interest,979

and educational value. Personal interest, also mentioned by Isager [53], was frequently mentioned980

14the cutoff time for [53]

curatescience.org
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as an internal motivating factor during the survey. However, expert opinions differed whether this981

item should play a role in the decision-making process. Respondents agreed that the relevance of982

the original study for the RA’s line of research plays a role in replication target selection and ought983

to be communicated. However, they were conflicted about the nature and importance of the RAs’984

involvement in the original study. Some argued that the RAs should not “need to have a personal985

investment in the outcome/line of research” or considered personal investment as harmful as “it is also986

important that the research is designed and conducted impartially”. Others argued that “scientific and987

societal stakes should supersede any personal stakes”. However, it appears that personal interest plays988

a role in replication target selection in practice. Indeed, we cannot assume that scientific stakes will989

be at odds with personal stakes in cases where personal interest (partly) motivates a replication990

target selection, especially given that many people’s personal interests involved the belief that991

the OS was interesting, important and worth reinforcing with replication. Moreover, replication992

context aside, personal interest is a common reason for a researcher to select any given research993

topic [55], and, some of us argue, a valid one. Should we constrain replication target selection994

such that personal interest is not part of the decision-making process? We argue that providing a995

transparent report of the decision-making process in replication target selection largely mitigates996

the potential risks of allowing personal interest as a motivation for replication.997

Some participants reported that in their experience “self-replication was indeed a strong and998

primary motivation” or suggested that “it is important that researchers are also invested in replicating999

their own work”. As a result it “would be important to disclose conflict of interest [. . . ] as it might point to1000

bias”. Ultimately, no consensus was reached for this particular item. Controversy may nonetheless1001

be a good reason for RAs to report their personal interest in a topic transparently.1002

Additionally, we observed replication attempts being conducted for educational purposes,1003

either as seminar classes, theses, or joined research projects. This is in line with the increasing1004

calls to use replication studies as didactic tools [see for example 56]. However, during the Delphi1005

process experts perceived educational value as a secondary benefit of replication studies rather1006

than a guiding principle of what to replicate. In other words, replication was perceived to have1007

educational benefits regardless of which study is replicated.1008

(i) Close and conceptual replications1009

The checklist for transparent reporting of replication target selection can be used for different1010

types of replications. Our survey results suggested few differences in considerations between1011

close and conceptual replications15. Specifically, concerns regarding generalizability were more1012

frequently mentioned for conceptual replications, whereas motivation to avoid false-positives1013

was more frequently mentioned for close replications. This difference is in line with the1014

functionality of conceptual and close replications identified by Schmidt [57] and described by1015

Zwaan et al. [58] as: “Direct replications are useful for reducing false positives (i.e., claims that a specific1016

effect exists when it was originally a chance occurrence or fluke), whereas conceptual replications provide1017

information about the generalizability of inferences across different ways of operationally defined constructs1018

and across different populations” [p. 4, 58].1019

However, we noticed many instances of a discrepancy between the label participants self-1020

selected for their replication and the label we would have defined based on their description of the1021

purpose of their replication. For example, respondents of close replications aimed to investigate1022

“a[n] specific effect with a new paradigm” (Case 1) or “the boundary conditions of phenomena” (Case1023

12), aims that are traditionally assigned to conceptual replication [58]. Other times, following1024

the original research protocol but changing small aspects such as outdated measures (e.g., Case1025

32: “[we changed] nothing about the procedure but we used updated and better validated measures”) or1026

imprecise measures (Case 111: “we used a different measure than originally used that gave us a more1027

precise measure of . . . ”) resulted in respondents labelling their replication as conceptual.1028

15This might partly be due to the small proportion of RAs identifying their replication as conceptual (n=17) versus close
(n=94), making the summary statistics for this group less stable.
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Conceptual and close replications are thought to be the two ends of a continuum [59] and1029

we indeed observed cases which situated themselves along the continuum but not at either1030

end (e.g., “It was somewhere in the middle of direct and conceptual”, Case 25). Other respondents1031

described their replication as mixed (e.g., “We used both” Case 30) or as close with a conceptual1032

extension (e.g., “We combined direct replication [. . . ] and a conceptual extension [. . . ].”, Case 50). We1033

did not, however, observe clear cut-off points, as for example proposed by LeBel and colleagues1034

[60] on the continuum between close and conceptual. Minor changes (to for example the target1035

sample or measures) were sometimes classified as close replications and other times prompted1036

the respondent to identify their replication as conceptual.1037

Overall, it appears that the distinction between close and conceptual replications in practice is1038

fuzzy at best. At times, this led to questionable scientific conduct. For example, one participant1039

shared that while they conducted a close replication (only varying data analysis), reviewers1040

required them to change the classification to a conceptual replication. The respondent speculated1041

that this might have been a response “to ease the shock of negative evidence” (Case 66). Based on1042

our data, we argue that the distinction between close and conceptual replication to be more1043

of a theoretical than practical distinction. This possibility is given weight by the observation1044

that distinctions between different kinds of replication vary widely in the literature [50,61]. The1045

ambiguity in framing does not reflect the variety in kinds or replications in practice.1046

(c) Limitations1047

Our results are limited by arbitrary consensus determination, that is, when do we know that1048

consensus has been reached? This limitation is inherent to Delphi procedures [see for example1049

62]. There is no agreed-upon threshold for consensus in the literature and the present use of a1050

median of 7 with an IQR of 2 was based on previous consensus-based checklist developments1051

[specifically 38]. However, in two instances (e.g., items regarding adaptability and pragmatism)1052

responses were not as stable as anticipated, and whether or not an item was included hinged on1053

the selection of responses. More precisely, the decision to in- or exclude the item changed based1054

on which of the double responses were included in the analysis (see also the summary report for1055

the third Delphi round). In all other instances, we observed stable ratings regardless of which1056

responses were included. We nonetheless caution readers to perceive our checklist as complete1057

and encourage researchers, funding agencies, and other research bodies to provide feedback and1058

recommendations. Moreover, they might want to consider adapting the checklist to their needs.1059

Additionally, we noted that more than half of our survey respondents came from cognitive1060

and experimental and social psychology, potentially limiting the generalizability of our survey1061

results. One potential explanation might be that the replication crisis in psychology rooted in1062

social and experimental psychology [e.g., 4,5] and calls for replications appeared earlier in social1063

psychology making the practice more wide-spread in these sub-fields. Nonetheless, as our Delphi1064

participants varied in their expertise, and as many of the concepts yielded by our analyses are1065

applicable outside of these fields, we believe our results to generalize to most branches of social1066

science.1067

(d) Conclusion1068

Replication target selection appears to be guided by four principal factors: (1) “doubt/uncertainty”,1069

(2) “impact/value”, (3) “methodology/quality” and (4) “feasibility/cost”. Replication target1070

selection is multi-faceted and strategies for deciding what to replicate might depend on the1071

subjective interpretation of the guiding principles. Our checklist for transparent reporting of1072

replication target selection offers one conceptualization of these factors and prompts researchers1073

to consider these themes when selecting a replication target. Moreover, it facilitates conversation1074

about which studies to select for replication by providing a unified framework for how to1075

approach and communicate such decisions.1076

https://osf.io/xvc5h
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